It's time to evolve.
Change your MOP!

Relax, leave it to FIMOP!
No need to mop the floor any more!
No need to carry heavy buckets!

Manual floor cleaning is a thing of the past – don't miss out on the advantages of using FIMOP.
Until now, you have been using a mop and bucket to clean floors; but
now you can scrub and dry with FIMOP and wave goodbye to backache!

>> REMOVING DIRTY WATER
4

The vacuum carries the dirty water to
the dedicated container

>>	WATER AND DETERGENT TANK
1

>> SCRUBBING
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The floor is scrubbed with water and
detergent, and the bristles easily remove
even the most stubborn dirt

Cleaning is more thorough than when using a wet mop.

>> DRYING

The squeegee ensures that all the used water is
collected and completes the drying process:
The floor is already dry – no need to wait!
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LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

Fimap has chosen lithium-ion technology to give you more.

ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Thanks to the lithium battery, you can charge up the machine whenever you want, so it's always ready when you need it.
And, compared with a traditional battery, it lasts longer and provides maximum power when you need it.
The lithium battery delivers the right power for each application and has excellent endurance
NiMH, Nickel Metal Hydride

MAXIMUM POWER for dirty floors
If the dirt is stubborn and difficult to remove,
the machine delivers more power
MAXIMUM ENDURANCE for light maintenance cleaning
When the dirt is lighter, power returns to normal levels
thus the battery lasts longer

ENDURANCE (over time)

MAXIMUM POWER
Increased power only when needed

ALWAYS READY TO USE
No self-discharge, FIMOP is always ready when you need it.
No memory effect, you can recharge the battery whenever you want

MAXIMUM ENDURANCE
Under normal dirt conditions, the power remains
constant, increasing battery endurance

QUICK CHARGE
You can use FIMOP several times in the same day

LOW RUNNING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
High discharge/charge cycle lifespan

HANDY BATTERY CHARGER
Charge it like a mobile phone

COMPACT DESIGN
Lithium batteries allow for a compact and lightweight design

FIMOP
scrubs and dries floors removing the dirt
in a single operation, saving you the trouble
of having to use a mop and bucket
Wash with clean water
from start to finish

2 separate tanks for maximum cleanliness
Unlike mops which dirty the water on the first rinse, with FIMOP
the clean water never comes into contact with the dirty water.
The dirty water is not returned to the floor,
giving you perfectly clean surfaces.

>> LIGHTWEIGHT

Fitted with a convenient handle for easy carrying

>> INTELLIGENT LITHIUM TECHNOLOGY
- Always ready to use
- Quick battery charge
- Maximum power

dry

Immediately
floor

>>	COMPLETELY SANITIZED FLOORS
	Cleans right up to skirting boards and gets
into narrow areas, right into the corners

>> ERGONOMICS
	
The handle is covered with a soft-touch
anti-slip material

>> COMFORTABLE

Adjustable handle height

>> SMART JUNCTION

	The innovative universal joint provides
perfect manoeuvrability for scrubbing and
drying in all directions with extreme ease

>> COMPACT

Cleans everywhere, even under tables

>> VERSATILE

Scrubs and dries all types of hard floors

Thorough cleaning of the entire floor area

SCRUBS AND DRIES IN ALL DIRECTIONS

The universal joint allows FIMOP to move in any
direction, so you can reach anywhere, cleaning
along the walls to the corners and easily
following the outlines of the furniture.
The compact size and low height allow you to
clean in very narrow areas without difficulty and
even reach under tables and chairs with ease.

FIMAP
CHEMICAL
CARD

Enjoy the fresh scent of clean, choose Fimap single-dose detergents
For best results, use Fimap CHEMICAL CARDS, convenient single doses with an ergonomic and innovative design.
They are safe for you because you don't come into contact with the detergent, and safe for your FIMOP because their formula*
is specifically made to be used with scrubbing machines.
You can use FIMOP on all types of hard floors: tiles, vinyl, marble, stone, parquet and sealed wood
DISCOVER THE THREE FRAGRANCES
BLUE BLOSSOM CLEANER

ORANGE CITRUS CLEANER

GREEN PINE SANITIZER

suitable for all types of
hard floors

suitable for
delicate floors and parquet

ideal for cleaning and sanitizing
healthcare environments

Simply pour a single Chemical Card into the FIMOP
tank for a perfectly balanced cleaning solution

* low foam detergents

You can lift it by its carrying handle when changing floor or pull it along on its wheels like a trolley

TECHNICAL DATA 		
Working width
Squeegee width
Clean water tank
Dirty water recovery tank
Cylindrical brush diameter
Battery type

mm
mm
l
l
mm
V/Ah

FIMOP
340
395
1.2
1
110
Li-ion / 25.6/5.2

TECHNICAL DATA 		
Brush motor
Vacuum motor
Noise level
Weight (with battery)
Working capacity
Dimensions (L x H x W)

V/W
V/W
dB(A)
kg
up to sq.m.
mm

FINANCIAL SERVICES

WARRANTY

Simple, fast and flexible financial solutions

Ask your local dealer about the warranty terms

FIMOP
24/50
24/100
<70
10
300
395 x 1295 x 445

CERTIFICATIONS

CONSUMPTION CATEGORIES

Calculation
method
verified
by
TÜV Italia

Detergent
solution
consumption
(l/100 sq.m.)

Energy
efficiency
(w/sq.m.)

For any additional information or for a demo please contact your usual Fimap dealer

www.fimap.com
FIMAP spa - Via Invalidi del Lavoro, 1 - 37059 S. Maria di Zevio - Verona - Italy
Tel. +39 045 6060411 - Fax +39 045 6060417 - E-mail: fimap@fimap.com

Scan the QR Code
with your Smart Phone
and visit our web-site
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With its fold-down shaft and lightweight design, you can take it anywhere.

